A BETTER WAY TO ADDRESS THREAT MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE.

SECURITY INFORMATION AND EVENT MANAGEMENT - SIEM
Complete Visibility in a Fraction of the Time of Traditional SIEM
You employed a layered security model in your security strategy, but in solving one problem, it created more. Now
managing thousands of logs from multiple devices every hour day‐in and day‐out has become an overwhelming
challenge. Because there’s so much data to review, you have difficulty taking action on anything. It’s called “analysis
paralysis” and it’s entirely avoidable, thanks to Security Information and Event Management (SIEM).
SIEM is a simple, cost‐effective solution to the challenges so many organizations face: too many point solutions that
aren’t “talking” to each other; a lack of security expertise; and the isolation that comes from relying only on the
closed threat intelligence that accompanies security point products.

Security & Event Log Information

With SIEM, you’re able to capture, analyze and correlate all
security and compliance‐related information ‐ from security
appliances, servers, operating systems and applications ‐
into a central platform allowing you to view your security
from the perimeter to the endpoint in a single pane of glass.
Organizations of all types and sizes – even those with
limited resources ‐ can achieve world‐class security and
accelerate and simplify threat detection and response, on
day one. SIEM provides the ability to:
 Simultaneously correlate all your log data so trends can
be identified.
 Discover vulnerabilities, insecure configurations, and IP‐
enabled assets on your network.
 Detect network scans and malware like botnets, Trojans
and rootkits.
 Exclude the noise and false positives and give you only
actionable alerts.
 Speed incident response with built‐in remediation
guidance for every alert.

HOSTED SIEM
EVENT CORRELATION
TREND ANALYSIS
FORENSICS TOOLS

ACTIONABLE ALERTS!

 Generate accurate compliance reports for PCI DSS,
HIPAA and more.
 Save time and money, while improving security.

Compared to top competitors, our SIEM follows an OPEX model with no upfront costs and per‐device pricing that is
affordable to organizations of all sizes.
Choose between a SaaS or co‐managed model that can be bundled with our 24x7 security monitoring services.
What you really care about is having complete awareness, actionable alerts, and visibility into your enterprise from
the perimeter all the way to the desktop.
Experience the difference with InfoSight’s SIEM and see how quickly you can detect, prioritize and respond to
threats. To get started, call or email us today.
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